When it comes to ensuring all learners succeed

Student Data Matters

About Unison
Unison standardizes current and past
education data and makes it available
anywhere, in whatever form it’s needed.

The Unison Education Data
Platform & Managed Service
Unison eliminates data silos. And ensures better education data quality
and actionability across a region… safely and securely.

More accurate picture
of student learning
Helps stakeholders
support goal of improved
student success
Accelerate innovation in
teaching and learning
Removes friction between
applications sharing
education-related data

edsby.com/unison

Be ready for the future
Supports dozens of source
& destination systems
today, with proven ability
to add more rapidly
Protect student data
Data protected with
industry-leading
safeguards—only
transformed, never mined
or otherwise monetized

The Problem

Our Solution

Why Is It Hard To Put Data To Work
In Education?
Many stakeholders
& unique needs
Not everyone should
see all data from all
sources at all times

Complicated datasets

Regional differences

Understanding the whole
student requires more than
just assessment results

Every region has
unique assessment &
reporting policies

Outdated systems

Privacy requirements
unique to K-12

Open standards
limitations

Most legacy databases
don’t support current
access requirements

Complex stakeholder
relationships, as
in healthcare

Not all systems can or want
to embrace standards

CSV

JSON

SQL

All together now

Students

Expensive Data Warehouses
Alone Aren’t The Answer

Teachers

XML
Fed Dept. of Ed

Pastoral Agencies

Guidance

Solutions for student data require much more than just aggregation. They need a
secure architecture that respects who should have access to what data, so it can
be used effectively and safely and put to work for more than just analytics.

Public Safety

National, regional
data exchange

Social Services
Health Care

Parents

Electronic student records

Benefits
Connects anyone
to anything

Talks to today’s and
tomorrow’s systems

Gives stakeholders
more data, not less

Multi-source bidirectional data
transformation and sync

Open standards & dozens
of proprietary connections,
easy to add more

High resolution student
data, not lowest
common denominator

Enforces regional
policies

Lets users use existing
applications & logins

Enables state, provincial
or federal education
data governance

Flexible authentication
models

Engages all
stakeholders in
the conversation

K-12 Data Is Complicated

Supports lifelong learning

Every jurisdiction has its own standards and policies. Systems have been added over time. Teachers are choosing their own apps.
Data sources don’t talk well to each other. How does everyone critical to a student’s success get the data they need?

Comprehensive student
records for school,
college & career

Data stays with
student in school
transfers

The larger or more decentralised a region is, the more heterogenous,
and older, its systems. And the harder it is to ensure interoperability and
establish an overall education data governance framework. Fragmented
systems probably cost a region in more ways than it knows.

Universal education data
transformation

State Dept. of Ed

Principals

Aggregation for analytics

Bus Routes
Digital Content

District Admins

Analytics & AI
Data
Warehouse

Bespoke software solutions intended to converge a region’s data for analysis come
at high cost. Nor do they solve the problem of edtech software interoperability.

Recommendation
Engine

SIS/SMSes

IEPs

LMSes
Assessments

Google
Classroom

Education data today

Hard to find insights
across systems and
make data useful
Difficult to ensure equity
among all learners, find gaps

Interoperability failures
create costly errors
Privacy risks
Wasted time from
inefficiencies

Foundation for electronic
student records

Enables teams of educators
to support individual
student success

Protects sensitive
student data
Roles-based permissions
and access control
at the field level

Software goes unused
because benefits
can’t be measured
Vendors with own interests
thwart open standards

100 %

Data retained
by customer

58+

Systems & standards
today with proven
capability of adding
new connections
& protocols

124

Unison-powered
organizations
worldwide

5,000 +

Transactions/
second under peak
COVID load

88 billion +
Secure student
data transactions
facilitated annually

Unison Network Topology
Standards based
Data Sources
Student Information
System

Operational Data Store

Data Warehouse

Reporting and
Advanced Analytics

API

API Server
Learning
Mangement System

VANTAGE

API

OPENDATA
PEOPLE360

API

Assessments

SPECIAL EDUCATION

ODS Database

CTE

Data Sets

CCMR

Data Connections
STUDENT DATA
CLASSROOM DATA

Proprietary
Data Sources

Unison Extensions

SCHOOL DATA
DISTRICT DATA

Custom Analytics using
Power BI

Privacy

Data Security As A Core Tenet
Unison takes student data seriously. We do not co-opt, retain, monetize or do anything with customers’ data. Comprehensive
safeguards ensure nobody else can, either. Our business is making relevant student information available, safely and securely
and at the right times to those who need it. And only to those who need it. Keeping information safe and maintaining
privacy is paramount. Working as a guardian and protector of information is a responsibility core to what we do.

Managing Mission-Critical Data More Than 30 Years
Edsby, the developer of Unison, has been safeguarding enterprise data since 1989. Company founders created one of the world’s most successful
business communication platforms. They also created a leading email and collaboration system and are credited with building one of the first LMSes.
Laser Focus On K-12

Massive Scale

International Standards

Created to solve
challenges unique to
K-12 education data

Founding team has
architected systems that
have safely managed
the data of hundreds
of millions of users

Certified to highest
standards of data
management and aligned
to leading privacy and data
protection standards such
as ISO 27001 & GDPR

+1 (877) 337-0070
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